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that ornatrix includes is the texture masking tool. this allows you to overlay an image over a static

mesh and manipulate the image inside the mesh. this is a huge time saver when you have to
constantly work on a static mesh by itself and have to redo it every time the original texture is

edited or tweaked. this tool allows you to do what was previously done with the previous version of
ornatrix by masking your mesh with a brush and having a separate texture area so you can work on
it without affecting the rest of the mesh. you can also set a masking threshold that allows you to see
the effects of the masking on the rest of the mesh. finally, you can have multiple masks and assign

them to different parts of the mesh. these masks can have different color gradients as well as
different opacity settings for blending with other masks. ornatrix 2.0.8.50 is a new and improved

version of ornatrix for maya with new features, a new gui, and performance improvements. the most
significant new feature in ornatrix 2.50 is the ability to use a gpu based dynamics operator. this

means that performance is significantly improved when using ornatrix 2.50 with the gpu enabled.
you can also use the gpu based dynamics operator for hair, fur, and similar scattered materials.

additionally, you can now have several materials on a single object that can be used independently
or you can use the dynamic material attribute to combine multiple materials into one dynamically
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